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WELCOME TO
RYKIN DATA CORPORATION

THIS SITE IS CURRENTLY UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
PLEASE VISIT AGAIN SOON.

SEE BELOW FOR OUR CURRENT PRODUCTS IN DEVELOPMENT.
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http://rykindata.tumblr.com/
KYLE, SELINA

ALSO KNOWN AS "THE CAT"

- Facebook
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- Google
- Tumblr

**Rykin Data: Providing Fresh Starts since 2004**

Now under new management, Rykin Data hopes to provide for the public even more opportunities to guarantee a fresh start in today’s world.

Clean slates are possible. And so we’ve further developed our programs to incorporate individual and specific needs.

For more information, contact us directly at [INSERT PHONE NUMBER].

(Source: rykindata)
With us, your information is safe.

If you’re accepted into the program, we’ll collect collateral and destroy it.

Have a fresh, clean start.

Get involved with Rykin Data.

- Facebook
- Twitter

http://rykindata.tumblr.com/
UNITED STATES PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATION

ABSTRACT

Personal histories organized by names, dates of birth, credit card numbers, driver’s license numbers, bank account numbers, and social security numbers have a cyber immortality given the ease at which information can be transmitted and stored on databases. In response to the growth of efficient Digital Information Retrieval (D.I.R.) programs by which one’s personal history can be accessed without one’s knowledge or approval, Rykin Data has developed the methods in which a software-based application can source the total sum of one’s personal information archived on all databases and permanently purge this data, effectively granting the subject a clean slate within the digital world.
ABSTRACT

Personal histories organized by names, dates of birth, credit card numbers, driver's license numbers, bank account numbers, and social security numbers have a cyber immortality given the ease at which information can be transmitted and stored on databases. In response to the growth of efficient Digital Information Retrieval (D.I.R.) programs by which one's personal history can be accessed without one's knowledge or approval, Rykin Data has developed the methods in which a software-based application can source the total sum of one's personal information archived on all databases and permanently purge this data, effectively granting the subject a clean slate within the digital world.

VISIT US AT RYKINDATA.COM

- Public Inquiries
- Media Requests
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Selina Kyle

by callmeselina
The Dark Knight Reblogs

by batman-nolanverse

Nolan Fans

by nolanfans

The Bruce Wayne

by thebrucewayne

Commissioner J. W. Gordon

by comishgordon

Everything Bleeds

http://rykindata.tumblr.com/
by gothambutcher

Fuck Yeah, The Dark Knight Rises!

by fuckyeahthedarkknightrises

SCARECROW

by thescarecrow

Patient # S-4479: Session 0

by patient4479

to take the pain away

by drhfgordon
Alfred Pennyworth
by thealfredpennyworth

Lucius Fox
by theluciusfox

Pamela L. Isley, Ph.D.
by drpamelalillianisley

(untitled)
by barryquinzel

Miranda Tate
by tatemiranda

Dr. Thomas Elliot

by drthomaselliot

John Blake GCPD

by johnblakegcpd

Gotham Cable News

by gothamcabelnews

Batmobile Tour

by tumblertour
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Human Feelings as Drugs

I’ve realized I had been witnessing for a long time a lack of feelings,...

via zxcvfgdy
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